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What is Truth
Against Terror?
By Kevin Barrett, MUJCA.ORG
Polls show that Muslims worldwide
view the so-called Global War on
Terror (GWOT) skeptically. The
best survey ever taken on the
subject (World Public Opinion,
2007)1 showed that three-quarters
of the residents of the biggest
Muslim-majority countries think
GWOT is really a disguised war on
Islam: “While US leaders may
frame the conflict as a war on
terrorism, people in the Islamic
world clearly perceive the US as
being at war with Islam,” says
Steven
Kull,
editor
of
WorldPublicOpinion.org.
The
same poll showed that “On average
less than one in four (Muslims
worldwide) believes al Qaeda was
responsible for the September 11th
attacks. Pakistanis are the most
skeptical–only 3 percent think al
Qaeda did it.”
Within the United States, polls
show that nearly two-thirds of
American Muslims reject the
official story of 9/11 (as do
thousands of non-Muslim architects
and engineers, pilots, scientists,
military, intelligence, and political
leaders, and other experts—see
PatriotsQuestion911.com). Yet the
leaders of most American Muslim
communities are afraid to allow
discussion of this issue in their
masajid, conferences, and events.
They know that if they allow this
critically important topic to be
1
http://worldpublicopinion.net/muslimsbelieve-us-seeks-to-undermine-islam/

Radio Free Islam News Bureau
aired, they may come under attack
in the Zionist-dominated MSM
(mainstream media),2 and their
funding might be jeopardized.
What this means is that
American Muslims are being
terrorized into silence. They are
being frightened into going along
with libelous attacks on Islam and
Muslims.
The post-2001 wave of antiIslam propaganda in the West,
spearheaded by a series of false flag
attacks, is responsible for a huge
wave of terrorism: both GWOT’s
terrorist murder of roughly 32
million
Muslims
worldwide
(according to avoidable mortality
expert Dr. Gideon Polya) and the
murder of thousands of people,
almost all of them Muslims, by
ISIS/Daesh and other takfiri
groups.
The best way to stop this wave
of terrorism is by telling the truth.
The truth about GWOT—that it is a
hoax—can stop the 32-millionMuslim genocide triggered by 9/11.
And the truth about the takfiris—
that they are enemies of Islam,
enemies of God, and enemies of
humanity, but close friends of
Zionists and imperialists—can
deny them traction among the
young, angry, unsophisticated
Muslims they prey on.

Deeper Truths
There are also deeper truths that can
help stop terrorism. One is that
terrorism just doesn’t work. Caleb
Carr’s The Lessons of Terror shows
that terrorism—defined as the
deliberate attack on civilians to
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On the Zionist domination of American media,
see mondoweiss.net/2008/02/do-jews-dominat/
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create fear—is a military tactic with
a long history of failure. Attacking
civilians is a terrible way to win
hearts and minds; it almost always
backfires. But attacking civilians
and blaming your enemies (the
false flag strategy) works well.
Thus the best anti-terror strategy is
to expose false flags, thereby
impeding the one form of terrorism
that can be an effective and
tempting tactic.
An even deeper truth about
terrorism is that Allah has
forbidden it. The Qur’an forbids
targeting non-combatants—or even
combatants the moment they stop
fighting (2:193). Killing civilians is
murder, a crime so grave it is
equivalent to “killing all mankind”
(5:53). Killing non-combatants,
destroying buildings, even cutting
down fruit trees or burning fields is
forbidden under Islamic law.
The deepest truth of all is that
we will all face final judgment for
our actions in this life. While an
atheist might be tempted to engage
in terrorism if he thought it would
benefit his cause, Muslims know
that the apparent benefit would only
be temporary and superficial…and
finally illusory. The fact that we
will be judged by God, and forced
to fully face the consequences and
rewards and punishments of every
dust-speck’s worth of good or evil
we have done in this life, prevents
us from risking our souls by
committing crimes that may seem
expedient in the short term, but
condemn us in the end.
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Malaysia & Pakistan
Elect Pro-9/11-Truth
Prime Ministers
The two biggest Muslim-majority
nations where English is widely
spoken—Malaysia and Pakistan—
have elected pro-9/11-truth Prime
Ministers. In Malaysia, Dr.
Mahathir bin Mohamad shocked
the world with his comeback
electoral victory in May 2018. Then
in July 2018 Imran Khan won an
equally stunning victory in
Pakistan.
Dr. Mahathir is well known for
his support of the global 9/11 truth
movement. In November 2012 he
convened
the
International
Conference on 9/11 Revisited in
Kuala Lumpur, which featured
experts and eyewitnesses testifying
that the three World Trade Center
skyscrapers were destroyed by preplanted explosives, not by plane
crashes and fires. Dr. Mahathir’s
speech at the conference ridiculed
the US government’s official story:
“But 9/11 did just what Pearl
Harbor did, launch a horrific war
which killed hundreds of thousands
of Muslims, devastated Iraq and
Afghanistan, and made Muslims
the universal enemies of the whole
world. Someone obviously gained
from this. Find the beneficiaries
and I believe you will find the real
terrorists.”
Like Malaysia’s Dr. Mahathir,
Pakistan’s Imran Khan is wellacquainted with the facts about the
9/11 false flag operation. Imran
Khan is a contributor to the antiZionist pro-9/11-truth publication
Veterans Today, and a friend of its
editor, Gordon Duff. Imran Khan
has also been briefed about the 9/11
false flag operation by former head
of Pakistani Intelligence Gen.
Hamid Gul. The new Pakistani
PM’s policies are informed by his
9/11-truth-influenced skepticism
about Pakistan’s relationship with

the USA, which used 9/11 to
threaten to “bomb Pakistan back to
the Stone Age,” and has (along with
India and Israel) been fomenting
terrorism in the region ever since.

Experts Conclusively
Debunk the Official
9/11 Story
The 9/11 Commission blamed the
September 2001 attacks on New
York and Washington, DC on 19
young Muslims and Osama bin
Laden. That official story changed
the world. But it was not just false;
it was egregiously fraudulent. The
proof is in the new book 9/11
Unmasked:
An
International
Review Panel Investigation by
David Ray Griffin and Elizabeth
Woodworth.
9/11 Unmasked is the most
succinct, inarguable, and up-to-date
refutation of the US government
and mainstream media’s position
on 9/11. Though credited to two
authors — David Ray Griffin, the
world’s leading 9/11 scholar, and
Elizabeth Woodworth, a science
librarian — it is really a sevenyears-in-the-making collaborative
work of 23 experts from fields
including
physics,
structural
engineering,aeronautics, chemistry,
law, and other fields. These experts
examined a great deal of material
involving potential challenges to
the official account of 9/11. Using
the “best evidence” consensus
model used by medical researchers,
they gradually narrowed their focus
to the following issues: The
destruction of the Twin Towers, the
destruction of WTC-7, the attack on
the Pentagon, the 9/11 flights, US
military exercises on and before
9/11, incriminating behavior by US
military and political leaders,
Osama bin Laden and the alleged
hijackers, phone calls from the 9/11
flights, and insider trading.

Part 6 of 9/11 Unmasked
examines eight American military
and political leaders with central
roles on 9/11: Vice President Dick
Cheney, Secretary of Defense
Donald Rumsfeld, Acting Joint
Chiefs Chair Richard Myers,
nominal Joint Chiefs Chair Hugh
Shelton, NMCC Commander Gen.
Montague Winfield, NORAD
Commander Ralph Eberhart, and
New York City Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani. Based on the wildly
mutually inconsistent accounts and
demonstrable lies offered by these
men
and
their
protectors
concerning
their
potentially
treasonous activities on September
11th, 2001, all eight of them ought
to be immediately arrested and
hauled into the nearest precinct
station for interrogation.
You can read the long version of
this review of 9/11 Unmasked at:
https://crescent.icit-digital.org/articles/expertsconclusively-debunk-the-official-9-11-story

Grand Jury to Investigate Demolition of the
World Trade Center
In a letter dated November 7, 2018,
the U.S. Attorney for the Southern
District of New York notified the
Lawyers’ Committee for 9/11
Inquiry that he would comply with
the provisions of 18 U.S.C. § 3332
requiring him to present to a special
grand
jury
the
Lawyers’
Committee’s reports filed earlier
this year of unprosecuted federal
crimes at the World Trade Center.
This means a 23-member grand
jury, vested with subpoena power
and the authority to take sworn
testimony, will hear the voluminous
evidence of the World Trade
Center’s demolition and will have
the ability to conduct a thorough
investigation that results in
indictments against suspected
individuals — in other words, what
the 9/11 Truth Movement has been
working toward for 17 years.
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For more information and to learn
how to help, visit the following
websites:
https://www.ae911truth.org/grandjury
https://www.lawyerscommitteefor911inquiry.org

Experts Believe Many
“Islamic Terror” Attacks
are False Flags by Islam’s
Enemies
Nobody doubts that some Muslims
(like some Jews, Christians,
Hindus, Buddhists, and atheists)
have been known to use the military
tactic of terrorism, which is defined
as: “Intentionally targeting civilians
to spread fear.” Those Muslims
have committed a very grave sin.
But is there really a major
“Islamic terrorism” problem in the
West? The media and politicians
say so. They have convinced
majorities in many countries that
Islam is the next civilizational
enemy—a convenient replacement
for the lost Communist enemy after
the Cold War ended in 1989.
What is the evidence that
Western civilians face grave danger
from “Islamic terrorists”? There
isn’t any. The average American or
European is far more likely to be hit
by lightning, or drown in their
bathtub, than to be killed by any
kind of terrorist. And only 6% of
terror attacks in the US are
attributed to “Islamic terrorists”
while radical Jews, leftists, and
Hispanics commit far more
terrorism than Muslims.3 Similar
figures pertain in Europe.4
So why are Western nonMuslims so afraid of “Islamic
terrorism”? Apparently they have
been brainwashed by the media.
The impression that Muslim
terrorists pose a grave danger to
ordinary people in the West has
3

http://www.loonwatch.com/files/2010/01/notall-terrorists-are-muslims/

been created by the media’s
saturation coverage of a relatively
small number of terrorist acts
attributed
to
Muslims:
the
9/11/2001 attacks on New York and
Washington, the 2004 Madrid train
bombings, the 2005 London
bombings, the 2015 Paris attacks,
and a handful of others.
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Gladio B’s orchestration of the
wave of “radical Islamic terrorism”
that struck the US and Europe in
2015-2016. For more information,
visit: www.falseflagtrilogy.blogspot.com/

Hey Trump!
WHO Celebrated on 9/11?
Donald Trump says he remembers
from news stories that Muslims in
New
Jersey
were
caught
celebrating 9/11. In fact, he is
misremembering news stories
about Israeli spies who were caught
celebrating the success of their
operation. Former CIA officer
Philip Giraldi explains what really
happened:

Excerpt from Giraldi’s
“The Dancing Israelis”

Many journalists, historians, and
other experts believe that most or
all of the most spectacular terror
attacks in the West attributed to
radical Muslims are false flag
operations run by Western
intelligence agencies as part of the
Operation Gladio B program. Is this
just
a
conspiracy
theory?
Unfortunately, no. All historians
agree that Western military and
intelligence agencies, coordinated
by NATO, created a program called
Gladio which orchestrated dozens
or hundreds of terrorist attacks
falsely attributed to “radical
leftists” during the Cold War.
Today, the Gladio program
continues as Gladio B, with
“radical
Muslims”
replacing
“radical leftists” as the patsies.
More than 50 leading public
intellectuals have contributed to a
series of books documenting
4
http://www.loonwatch.com/files/2010/01/terror
ism-in-europe/

By Philip Giraldi
On September 11, 2001, a New
Jersey
housewife
saw
something from the window of her
apartment
building,
which
overlooked the World Trade
Center. She watched as the
buildings burned and crumbled but
also noted something strange.
Three young men were kneeling on
the roof of a white transit van
parked by the water’s edge, making
a movie in which they featured
themselves high fiving and
laughing in front of the catastrophic
scene unfolding behind them. The
woman wrote down the license
plate number of the van and called
the police, who responded quickly
and soon both the local force and
the FBI began looking for the
vehicle, which was subsequently
seen by other witnesses in various
locations along the New Jersey
waterfront,
its
occupants
“celebrating and filming.”
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The license plate number
revealed that the van belonged to a
New Jersey registered company
called Urban Moving Systems. At 4
p.m. the vehicle was spotted and
pulled over. Five men between the
ages of 22 and 27 years old
emerged. They were detained at
gunpoint and handcuffed. They
were all Israelis. One of them had
$4,700 in cash hidden in his sock
and another had two foreign
passports. Bomb sniffing dogs
reacted to the smell of explosives in
the van.
According to the initial police
report, the driver identified as Sivan
Kurzberg, stated “We are Israeli.
We are not your problem. Your
problems are our problems. The
Palestinians are the problem.” The
four other passengers were Sivan’s
brother Paul, Yaron Shmuel, Oded
Ellner and Omer Marmari. The men
were detained at the Bergen County
jail in New Jersey before being
transferred the FBI’s Foreign
Counterintelligence Section, which
handles allegations of spying.
After the arrest, the FBI
obtained a warrant to search Urban
Moving System’s Weehawken,
N.J., offices. Papers and computers
were seized. The company owner
Dominick Suter, also an Israeli,
answered FBI questions but when a
follow-up interview was set up a
few days later it was learned that he
had fled the country for Israel,
putting both his business and home
up for sale. The office space and
warehouse were abandoned. It was
later learned that Suter has been
associated with at least fourteen
businesses in the United States,
mostly in New Jersey and New
York but also in Florida. Florida
was a main focus for the Israeli
intelligence operation in the U.S.
that was directed against Arabs.
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The five Israelis were held in
Brooklyn, initially on charges
relating to visa fraud. FBI
interrogators questioned them for
more than two months. Several
were held in solitary confinement
so they could not communicate
with each other and two of them
were given repeated polygraph
exams, which they failed when
claiming that they were nothing
more than students working
summer jobs. The two men that the
FBI focused on most intensively
were believed to be Mossad staff
officers and the other three were
volunteers
helping
with
5
surveillance...

How You Can Help Spread

Truth Against Terror
“Rather We hurl the truth (Haq)
against falsehood, and it crushes it
and behold, falsehood vanishes
away! And woe to you for what you
allege [about Allah].” Al Quran:
Surah Al-Anbiya Ayat 18
The Prophet Muhammad
(pbuh) is reported to have said that
“the best jihad is a word of truth
hurled in the face of a tyrant.”
Today, Islam and Muslims are
under attack. We are required to
defend our faith and our

communities. And the best way to
do so is by hurling words of truth.
We are blessed to be living in
a time and place in which we can
defend our deen and our
communities most effectively by
simply telling the truth! The early
followers
of
the
Prophet
Muhammad (pbuh) were in a much
more difficult position. They
endured many years of horrific
persecution because they stood up
for truth. Then they were required
to risk their lives in battle. Today, it
is the battle with words—the “truth
jihad”—that will be decisive! Do
not shrink back and hide on the
sidelines. Allah sees all that you do.
You can help the Truth
Against Terror project by:
*Subscribing to this newsletter. Send $20 (includes postage)
to TAT, c/o Khidria, POB 221,
Lone Rock, WI 53556 or paypal to
khidria@gmail.com along with a
message requesting a subscription.
*Passing
this
newsletter
around. You can distribute it after
Friday prayers at your local
mosque, leave copies in public
places, and/or email it to friends
and acquaintances, (For paper and
digital copies, email inquiries to
kevin@mujca.org.)
*Organizing a speaking event
or video showing at your local
mosque, library, university, or
community
center.
Contact
kevin@mujca.org to inquire.
*Offering a tax-deductible
donation to the registered 501c3
nonprofit that sponsors Truth
Against Terror: Khidria, Inc., EIN
20-3839509, POB 221, Lone Rock,
WI 53556 or send by paypal to
khidria@gmail.com.

